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   ROGERS JOSEPH O'DONNELL 
Brian D. Miller has joined the D.C. office of Rogers Joseph O'Donnell, P.C. (RJO) as a 

shareholder.  Brian has a distinguished record of public service.  As Inspector General of the GSA from 

2005 until May 2014, Brian was highly regarded for his vigilance in prevention of public waste and 

corruption.  Earlier, Brian held several notable positions at the Department of Justice, including a senior 

management role at the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia, Special Counsel on 

Health Care Fraud/Senior Counsel to the Deputy Attorney General, and as an Assistant U.S. Attorney in 

the Eastern District.  Most recently, Brian was a Managing Director of Navigant Consulting. 

Brian brings to RJO a wealth of government experience and understanding of what motivates regulators 

and how officials at federal agencies think and act.  Through his years of service, Brian has developed 

relationships with key regulators and Justice Department officials, and he has earned the respect of law 

enforcement officials.  Coupled with his knowledge of the operations of the federal government – 

especially regulatory and enforcement agencies – Brian can apply his insight and subject area expertise 

to benefit clients in their dealings with IGs, DOJ, the GSA, and other officials.  Combining expertise as 

a traditional government contracts lawyer with practice experience as both a federal prosecutor and a 

white collar defense lawyer, Brian is an excellent choice for sensitive compliance matters and can be 

trusted with complex procurement fraud allegations.  For the same reasons, Brian can be relied upon for 

internal compliance reviews and investigations, will offer informed counsel in dealing with suspension 

and debarment officials, and can act as a compliance monitor.  

Neil O’Donnell, firm founder, commented:  “We see Brian as leveraging our breadth of subject matter 

expertise, across many areas of procurement law and regulation, enabling RJO to extend and enhance 

our abilities to assist clients with performance or compliance issues before the GSA and other federal 

agencies, and in other matters involving law enforcement and integrity in public contracting.”  Bob 

Metzger, who heads the firm’s D.C. office, said: “Brian is a terrific hire.  He adds to our litigation 

credentials and ability to handle integrity, compliance and procurement fraud matters – including cutting 

edge issues such as commercial item contracting and cybersecurity.”   

About Rogers Joseph O’Donnell.  RJO is a litigation boutique that has specialized in public contracts 

law for more than 34 years.  We represent U.S. and international clients who are industry leaders in 

diverse market sectors.  We are recognized by Chambers USA and Legal 500 as having an elite 

government contracts practice – and are the only "boutique" firm among those most highly rated.   


